Lower School Spring 2019

KHEA Art Workshops with Mrs. Armentano

Wednesday April 17 - Grades K-5 - 3:30-5:15

Art Exploration:
Rainbows & Robots

Students will have a lot of fun exploring these two rockin’ themes with cardboard, paper, paint, and more.
The bright colors of the rainbow and shiny robot mechanics will undoubtedly inspire a fun-filled, creative workshop!

Wednesday May 1 - Grades K-5 - 3:30-5:15

Art Exploration:
Spring Things

Students will explore a range of art materials as they draw, paint, collage and construct spring themed artwork.
Art will be inspired by gardens, animals and weather.
Students are sure to busy bees in this color-filled workshop!

Friday May 10 - Grades K-5 - 3:30-5:15

Doll & Fairy House Fun

Students will make decor, furniture, characters and other details to bring home to their own doll house or a small dollhouse, room or fairy house they design in class.
A wide range of materials and colors will be provide inspiration for lots of design and construction.

Thursday May 16 - Grades Nursery-3 - 3:30-5:15

Art Fun for Little Ones

Young artists will explore color interactions, textures, paint techniques and more. Students will let their imaginations and curiosity run wild in Mrs. Armentano’s art room as they focus on the process of designing, creating, problem solving and discovering. They are sure to leave the workshop with big smiles as well as beautiful works of art.

Workshops are $35/each. Sign up for 3 or more and the cost is reduced to $30/workshop.

Email Caity MacDonald to register: cmacdonald@rockyhill.org